NEW YORK
K–5 PROGRAM OVERVIEW

TAKE SCIENCE TO THE NEXT LEVEL

The Next Level of lnquiry
and Wonder
Motivate every student to reach higher and go further. New York
Elevate Science is a complete K–5 science program, including a
blended print and digital curriculum, that elevates thinking,
learning, and teaching.

TAKE SCIENCE TO THE NEXT LEVEL
• Real-world, relevant, and interesting topics
introduce the core ideas.
• Student-centered investigations utilize
the science/ engineering practices.
• Problem-based learning promotes
application and student understanding.
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NEW YORK ELEVATE SCIENCE

PRINT, DIGITAL,
OR BLENDED
LEARNING

thinking
Promote Investigation, Critical
Thinking, and Analysis
•

Phenomena-based Quests

•

STEM and engineering activities

•

Interdisciplinary connections

Foster Three-dimensional Learning
•

Encourages innovation, collaboration,
and creativity

•

Promotes understanding, application,
and synthesis

•

Fosters the use of claims, evidence,
and reasoning

Transform Learning and Manage
Changing Classrooms
•

Scaffolded questions guide
discussions and promote thinking

•

ELL and Differentiated Instruction
strategies

•

Supports the 5E Learning Model
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3-Dimensional Teaching and Learning
New York Elevate Science takes science to the next level. Three-Dimensional Learning
is more than simply a matter of labeling and sidebar features. It’s a way of teaching
where all three dimensions are seamlessly integrated. In New York Elevate Science,
students explore concepts by solving problems and engineering solutions. They
experience all three dimensions as they go on Quests, make sense of phenomena,
and engage in real-world science.

Phenomena-Based Inquiry
Making sense of phenomena or designing
solutions to problems drives student learning.
•
•
•
		

Topics begin with engaging phenomena
Quests are integrated Problem-Based Learning scenarios
Students connect what they learn in each lesson to solve
the problem or design a solution

Three-Dimensional Learning
Open-ended inquiry and high-cognitive
interactions require students to make
connections between the Science and
Engineering Practices (SEPs), Crosscutting
fine
Concepts De
(CCCs),
and Disciplinary Core

Ideas (DCIs)
Go online to see
SC.3.N.1.1

Define


INTERACTIVITY

Assign the Engineering Activity after students
complete the Define It exercise.
What it is A highly interactive multi-page digital
activity with engaging visuals
What it does Allows students to practice using
criteria to evaluate competing design solutions
using a fun example
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How to use it

NEW YORK ELEVATE SCIENCE

• Students will click through the screens to
explore what happens to snow when it melts.

INTERACTIVITY

Snow Solutions

what you can
design as a product
engineer.

start and end with inquiry activities
L•• Lessons
Students use, practice, and apply the SEPs

arge snowfalls may be fun to play in, but they can cause
problems. One problem is getting rid of the snow on roads
and other places. Today people have two ways to get rid
of snow. One way is to plow it. The other is to blow it away. Both
ways have the same problem. The snow is just moved from one
place to another—but there is still too much snow!

• The CCCs are applied within the context of
		 engineering solutions to real-world problems

Current snow removal uses a combination of technologies. Snow
plows have a large curved structure on the front of a vehicle.
It peels up the snow and pushes it to the side. Snow-blowing
equipment is a good idea for highways and rural areas. When
snow builds up on roadsides, it may be necessary for a snow
loader to fill dump trucks with the extra snow.

Building K-12 Progressions
Three-dimensional learning
deepens student proficiency
with Nature of Science
(NOS) concepts and the
SEPs as required by the new
standards.
A student’s journey with a
particular DCI, SEP, or CCC
is designed and coordinated
over time to ensure deeper
understanding within and
across grades.

Alignment with English Language Arts and
Mathematics
Students engage in science experiences that
support ELA/Literacy and Mathematics Standards.

All Standards, All Students
All students have equitable access and opportunity
to learn with Elevate Science.
• Incorporates Differentiated Instruction strategies
• Includes Scafflolded Questions
• Provides Inquiry strategies for teachers
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New York edition designed for
the NYSSLS
Developed to be a match between the expectations of the New York
State Science Learning Standards and your classrooms, New York
Elevate Science meets more than your scope and sequence – it meets
your expectations!

BUILT FOR NEW YORK STUDENTS
• Exploration-based learning is at the heart of the program
• Reflects the expectations of the NYSSLS
• Develop active, inquiry-based classrooms emphasizing
		 STEM, engineering and design
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BUILT FOR NEW YORK TEACHERS
As you focus on the New York State Science Learning Standards we are
there with you every step of the way in the Teacher’s Edition.
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Promote lnvestigation,
Critical Thinking, and Analysis
Exploration is the heart of science. The Quest problem-based activity anchors
each topic. Students “figure out” the problem’s solution as they navigate the
topic’s lessons. It’s real science with engaging phenomena. Students apply
their knowledge and skills to master the New York State Science Learning
Standards.

Phenomena-Based Learning

QUEST FOR IDEAS, ANSWERS, AND EVIDENCE
“Find the right mix—and step on it!” In this Quest, students
engineer a stepping stone. Each topic centers on a real-world,
problem-based activity to make learning fun.
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QUEST CONNECTIONS
Learning is structured and
intentional. Students explore
the Quest phenomenon
throughout the lessons.

QUEST CHECK-INS
What materials are needed
to solve the Quest? CheckIns ask students to reflect
on the problem as they
design their solutions.

QUEST FINDINGS
At the close of each topic,
students synthesize information
and construct explanations as
they complete their Quest.
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The Next Level of STEM Education
New York Elevate Science connects Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics in every topic, at every grade. STEM activities fuel innovation,
problem solving, collaboration, and reasoning—skills for future careers.

STEM QUEST KICKOFF
Students use STEM practices
to solve the Quest problem in
each topic.

STEM LABS
Make STEM hands-on! STEM
Labs let students experiment,
model, design, and construct.
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STEM CONNECTIONS
STEM Connections help students think
critically about real-world problems.

STEM ENGINEERING READER
Share engineering experiences with young
students using these leveled readers.

ENGINEERING CONNECTION
Integrate science and engineering
practices throughout the curriculum.
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Focus on the NEW Standards and
the Science/Engineering Practices
The new science standards emphasize the practice of scientific
inquiry. New York Elevate Science helps shift the cognitive
load from guided inquiry to student-initiated experiences.
Explicit strategies vary the guidance based on student needs.

uCONNECT LAB
Students engage with the phenomena and
connect it to the disciplinary core ideas.

Define


uENGINEER IT! LAB
Students engage in
engineering practices to
design, build, and apply
core ideas to new situations.

INTERACTIVITY

Assign the Engineering Activity after students
complete the Define It exercise.
What it is A highly interactive multi-page digital
activity with engaging visuals
What it does Allows students to practice using
criteria to evaluate competing design solutions
using a fun example
How to use it
• Students will click through the screens to
explore what happens to snow when it melts.
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• Students will design a truck that scoops and
melts snow.

Define


uINVESTIGATE
LAB
Snow
Solutions
investigate
L Students
the core ideas to build

arge snowfalls may be fun to play in, but they can cause
problems. One problem is getting rid of the snow on roads
and other places. Today people have two ways to get rid
of snow. One way is to plow it. The other is to blow it away. Both
ways have the same problem. The snow is just moved from one
place to another—but there is still too much snow!

a strong understanding
of the topic’s concepts.

Current snow removal uses a combination of technologies. Snow
plows have a large curved structure on the front of a vehicle.
It peels up the snow and pushes it to the side. Snow-blowing
equipment is a good idea for highways and rural areas. When
snow builds up on roadsides, it may be necessary for a snow
loader to fill dump trucks with the extra snow.

INTERA

Go onlin
what you
design as
engineer

CLASSROOM MATERIALS KITS
Organized equipment kits provide the
materials to support all of the program labs.

uENGINEER IT! MAKER CRATES
Encourage creative building and tinkering.
These crates contain materials to support
and extend the uEngineer It! Labs.

littleBITS STEM INVENTION KITS
Inspire inventors! Students can make
programmable devices, vehicles, and
machines using simple, modular electronics.

Materials are packaged to facilitate
easy and efficient set-up

VIRTUAL LABS
Virtual science simulations
engage digital learners.
Plus nothing gets broken!
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The Next Level of lntegration
Raise the bar on ELL/Literacy and Mathematics Standards.
New York Elevate Science helps students think about, read about,
write about, and talk about science. By integrating phenomena
with these crucial skills, you’ll ‘elevate’ results in all disciplines.

ELL/Literacy Standards
LITERACY CONNECTION
Every topic targets a critical literacy
skill, such as using evidence from
texts to make well-defended claims.

LITERACY TOOLBOX
Reminders throughout the topic
reinforce the target literacy skill
and help students read closely.
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READING CHECK
Formative assessment
opportunities help you
provide feedback to
improve students’ learning.

LEVELED READERS
The Phenomena Series leveled
readers teach the same concepts
at different Lexile levels. Also
includes a STEM/Engineering
reader for every topic.

ELL
SUPPORT
INSIDE!
Below

On

Above

Mathematics Standards

MATH TOOLBOX
Bring math relevance and depth to
science! Integrated math practices
apply concepts to real situations.
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The Next Level of Assessment
and Differentiation
In a differentiated classroom, all learners have a better chance of mastering
the new science standards. New York Elevate Science helps teachers make
strong connections between assessment and differentiated instruction.

Assessment for Three-Dimensional Learning

LESSON CHECK
Formative assessment in every
lesson helps you monitor and
support student progress.

EVIDENCE-BASED ASSESSMENT
Put students on the path to success with
practice aligned towards demonstrating
their mastery of science concepts.
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END-OF-TOPIC
ASSESSMENT
Summative assessment at
the end of each topic helps
to refine teaching practices.

PERFORMANCEBASED ASSESSMENT
End-of-topic performance
assessments allow students
to demonstrate mastery of
the new science standards.

ELL Support
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ELL and Differentiation
ELL SUPPORT
Integrate English language development
for varying proficiency levels.

SCAFFOLDED QUESTIONS
Reduce student frustration and help
them focus on Depth of Knowledge
(DOK).

DEPTH OF KNOWLEDGE (DOK)
Multiple DOK level questions help students
focus on the “Big Ideas.”

DIFFERENTIATED
INSTRUCTION
On-the-spot strategies help
support struggling students
and advanced learners.

GUIDING INQUIRY

FOCUS ON MASTERY

Find useful procedures to
guide inquiry when more
support is needed.

Help students achieve mastery
by focusing on the Science and
Engineering Practices.
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Transform Learning and
Manage Changing Classrooms
Feel confident teaching science! New York Elevate Science helps teachers
create a learning culture that’s nimble, personalized, and student-centered.
The curriculum includes all needed resources to implement new science
standards identified at point of use.

Inquiry-Based Teaching
New York Elevate Science integrates 5E learning in a new CISD
Instructional Model (Connect, Investigate, Synthesize, Demonstrate)
and provides an instructional plan designed for today’s blended
learning environment. Students expand their current thinking
as they investigate real problems, synthesize their knowledge
in new situations, and demonstrate their understanding of core ideas.

5E Learning Intersects with 21st Century Competencies
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CONNECT

INVESTIGATE

SYNTHESIZE

DEMONSTRATE

ENGAGE the mind
with phenomena, linking
what students know
to their own personal
experiences.

EXPLORE concepts
and ideas while
constructing
knowledge and
building meaning.

EXPLAIN and ELABORATE
understanding by
formulating ideas,
arguments, and solutions
using evidence.

ELABORATE and EVALUATE
arguments by applying
newly formed
understandings and
transferring knowledge
to new situations.

ENGAGE

EXPLORE

NEW YORK ELEVATE SCIENCE

EXPLAIN

ELABORATE

EVALUATE

Digital Power—
Single Sign-on!
Log on to SavvasRealize.com

TEACH THE STANDARDS
Search by Standard or keyword. It’s
simple and easy to access lessons,
assignments, and tools.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
Add Google docs and OpenEd resources!
Modify content and assignments. Easily
integrate your class rosters.

For a full description
of our online
resources, visit
Savvas.com/ElevateSci
ACCESS STUDENT DATA
Check students’ mastery of the new
science standards. View progress,
time spent on task, and assignments.

WORK OFFLINE OR ONLINE
The Realize Reader eText lets students
work offline. Everything stays in sync
when reconnected to the web.
TM
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TRY THE ONLINE PROGRAM!
SavvasRealize.com

User Name: ElevateSci Password: Welcome8

NEW YORK

VIDEO

INTERACTIVITY

WORKTEXT

eTEXT

VIRTUAL LABS

ASSESSMENT

GAMES

Savvas.com
800-848-9500
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Go online to access your digital resources
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Join the Conversation
@SavvasLearning

Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching
Blog.Savvas.com

